
Postschool transition
planning

IEP development requires postschool t
ransition planning for st

udents with IDD

(IDEA, 2004). There is considerable evidence that support into adulthood

depends on several best practices sc
hools should follow before students reach

21 years of age (Harvey, 20
02; Papay & Bambara, 2014; Test et al., 2

009). At

the same time, these practices are not universally effective, and studies have

reported conflicting outcomes. From a synthesis of available research com-

plied by Papay and Bambara (2014), “Perhaps th
e most important implication

for teachers and other pr
ofessionals involved in p

roviding transition servi
ces to

youth with intellectual disabilities
is that there may be no universal recom-

mendations made about transition programming that will lead to successful

outcomes for all youth” (p. 146).

A summary of postschool transition planning strategies prioritizes an

individualized and multi-faceted approach (Bambara et al., 2007; Jacobs
et al.,

2018). Having students participate in their transition planning promotes suc-

cess, including family involvement in making decisions and responding to

recommendations. A student’s experiences with vocational education,

employment, and community-based work are eq
ually important (Rooney-Kron

& Dymond, 2022). Yet another
contribution to positive transitions is te

aching

students a functional life skills curriculum focused on adaptive behavior and

independent living. Intra-agency collaboration between schools and adult

services programs suitable for students al
so should be integral to

IEP transition

planning. More qualitative and quantitative research is needed to validate

FIGURE 2.8 Parent satisfaction (social validity) survey
ratings (1: very dissatisfied, 2: dissat-

isfied, 3: neutral, 4: sati
sfied, 5: very satisfied).
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{ While there is research support for OBM within human services 
organizations (Gravina et al., 2019), many settings are in need 
of program-building strategies and steps to begin the process 
of organizational development. Other settings may have some 

elements of OBM at the earliest stages but require direction to fully 
implement a systems model.
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Ultimately, survey data should lead to recommendations and solutions 
to the most apparent problems. For example, more productive 

collaboration between OTs and BCBAs might be promoted through 
cross-disciplinary training that explains compatible concepts and 

practices, corrects misinterpretations of theoretical underpinnings, 
shares seminal research resources, and shapes a common language.
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annotated view presented in Fig. 3.8. Different topographies of challenging
behavior can be identified from selection tabs, scored as frequency counts per
session duration, and with exact event times. Assessment of IOA is linked to
the system and reported upon completion. Challenging behavior during ses-
sions usually cannot be predicted, so the recording panel “floats” on the screen
to permit effortless access.

Another feature of MEDS is creating progress monitoring graphs from
assessment and measurement data. From graphing drop-down menus, users
enter start and stop calendar dates, inclusive of the period in which data will be
plotted. All active lesson plan data with a student can be summarized relative
to the measurement method in effect (e.g., percentage of correct trials) and the
time series, such as consecutive sessions, days, and weeks. Graph design

Curriculum and clinical staff can choose from the following assessments (le� group). Uniquely, they can 
also mix and match ques�ons from all the assessments by choosing to assess by Skill (right group).

Sort by academic year

Sort by status of 
assessment:

In progress
Complete
Not Started

FIGURE 3.5 MEDS assessment user screen.
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depends on the types of data being presented, most typically line graphs,
histograms, and pie charts, formatted with condition (phase) lines, trend lines,
IOA scores, and arrow notes designating within-condition changes. Graphs are
updated continuously as soon as student data is recorded within MEDS for
both skill acquisition and behavior reduction targets and are immediately
available for review at instructional planning meetings.

Student data entered, summarized, and graphed within MEDS are con-
verted to progress reports matched to the hardcopy IEP format. Goals, ob-
jectives, and time periods in the IEP are populated into progress reports,
including space for narrative commentary. The completed on-screen displays
can be exported to word-processing documents for offline review and distri-
bution at planning and IEP meetings. Data presented in graphs can also be
transferred to progress reports in simple steps. The system archives all pre-
viously completed progress reports in each time period specified in the IEP.
Fig. 3.9 depicts an annual “student report card” that is compiled from quarterly
outcome data, marking progress toward IEP goals and objectives. The report
card example lists only a few goals for the purpose of illustration by name (1.1
Behavior: Aggression, 1.2 Behavior: Self-injury, 2 Communication:

Choose the student for whom 
you are delivering a lesson

Press Datasheets to deliver a 
lesson

Choose the lesson you want to deliver. Green are ac�ve, 
yellow are maintenance, red are Inac�ve

FIGURE 3.6 MEDS lesson plan user screen.
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Requesting, 3 Vocational: Duration) and how the goals are presented for day-
school students and those who attend day-school while in residence. Color
coding is used to indicate if the criteria set for benchmarks and/or objectives
were met, progress was made from baseline or the previous quarter but the
annual goal was not achieved, and whether student performance was stable,
declined from baseline/preceding quarter, and/or did not meet the annual
criterion. The lower portion of Fig. 3.9 shows how annual progress monitoring
would appear on the student report card.

There is a multipage MEDS manual that serves as a training and procedural
guide for all users. Individuals are trained in small groups determined by their
assigned classrooms. Trainers and curriculum specialists first present the
manual via a visual tutorial, followed by simulation exercises, group feedback,
quizzes, and performance demonstrations. Classroom supervisors monitor
MEDS implementation fidelity through direct observation, review meetings,
and checking information and data that must be entered into the system.

Datasheet – take 
your data here as 
you teach

Behaviors – take your behavior 
data here as you teach

FIGURE 3.7 MEDS communication skill lesson plan.
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During observation, for example, a supervisor would refer to the MEDS-
produced lesson plan and document the fidelity of the following procedures:l Description of lesson plan procedures matches the specified measurement

system and type of instruction.l Required materials are present.l Selected prompt hierarchies are written clearly (e.g., “full physical
prompting requires hand-over-hand guidance throughout the duration of
the task”).

l Appropriate stimulus sets are listed.l The plan designates a predetermined number of instructional trials/learning
opportunities.

Clinical IOA
Staff 1 chooses a behavior on tablet 1
IOA staff chooses samebehavior on tablet 2 andchecks off “Start as IOA”Both take data and hit Save.! Only the IOA staff checks “Start as IOA”

Student who is 
currently on the 
behavior panel

Quick Access to Any 
Student’s behavior 
screen – See Below

Quick Access 
back to Current 
Student

Hide 
Panel

Accelera�on / 
Decelera�on Tabs 
help organize the 
behaviors

All behaviors for the 
current student are listed in these tabs.

Just hit the tab that 
corresponds to the 
behavior you need to record and the data fields in the panel will change accordingly

Type in number 
here…

… or tap Count 
the same as using 
a “clicker”

Save when done, 
or reset for 
mistakes

Defini�on and 
Strategy are right 
here as a 
reminder

Whenever you see this 
Edit bu�on you can 
override the auto-filled 
data

Hit Start to start 
the dura�on 
�mer or type in 
�me manually

FIGURE 3.8 MEDS challenging behavior recording panel.
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